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Abstract

Art integration is an essential aspect of student learning to provide children with a
well-rounded education. While art leads to self expression, confidence, and engagement,
budget cuts and the stress to perform on standardized tests has led to its near extinction.
Educational policies, such as No Child Left Behind (NCLB), have left art classes in a
particularly vulnerable state, causing teachers to manipulate the yearly curriculum to
increase test scores rather than focusing on individual student needs. The purpose of this
project was to alleviate the pressure and tension teachers felt when confronted with lack
of time and creativity within the classroom. By creating a website, teachers can embark
on a readily available free resource experience that serves as an encyclopedia for an
extensive list of creative, innovative art inclusive lesson plans that can be modified and
adapted to fit their personal teaching style and classroom environment, encouraging
artistic expression and fostering an environment where students are engaged and
committed to learning.
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Literature Review

Across the United States, arts integration has been a growing interest as a teaching
approach to increase learning in other core subject areas such as mathematics, social
studies, science, and even language arts. As defined by Lynne Silverstein and Sean
Layne, arts integration is an approach to teaching in which students construct and
demonstrate understanding through an art form. Students engage in a creative,
imaginative, experimental, and collaborate interaction and process, which connects an art
form and another subject area (2010). Unlike busy art-related classroom work, such as
coloring in a worksheet, which may not provoke or demonstrate critical thinking or
learned arts knowledge, arts integration aims to support the curriculum as a whole to
enforce student learning. It does not separate and divide subject areas, but rather
celebrates the relationship and overlapping qualities between subjects, content, and
creativity (Burnaford et al., 2001). Arts integration imitates the act of weaving. Just as
each singular string are integral parts of the woven whole, the arts are a fundamental,
vital part of the curriculum and are valuable in all aspects of teaching and learning
(Brown, 2007). As arts integration is currently gaining support and is in the educational
limelight, the fact of the matter is that while math and language arts are dominating the
curriculum, art is cut exponentially while teachers lack the artistic knowledge and time to
produce arts integration lesson plans.
Education policies almost universally recognize the value of arts. Forty-seven
states have arts education mandates, forty-eight have arts-education standards, and forty
have arts requirements for high school graduation (Smith, 2009). The Goals 2000
Educate America Act, passed in 1994 by the Clinton and Bush administrations, declared
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art to be a required subject. No Child Left Behind (NCLB), enacted in 2001, included art
as one of the ten core academic subjects of public education, a designation that qualified
arts programs for an assortment of federal grants (Peterson, 2007).
Top-down mandates are one side of the lack of arts integration, and implementation
in the classroom is another. Even though NCLB includes art as a core academic subject,
it measures achievement through only math and language arts scores. It's no surprise,
then, that many districts have zeroed in on the tests. A 2006 national survey by an
independent advocacy organization in Washington DC, the Center on Education Policy,
found that in the five years after the enactment of NCLB, 44 percent of districts had
increased instruction time in elementary school English language arts and math, while
decreasing time spent on other subjects (Smith, 2009). A follow-up analysis, released in
February 2008, showed that 16 percent of districts had reduced the amount of time
allotted for music and art in elementary school, and had done so by an average of 35
percent, or fifty-seven minutes a week (Smith, 2009). Some states report even bleaker
numbers. In California, participation in music courses dropped 46 percent from 19992004, while total school enrollment grew nearly 6 percent. The number of music teachers,
meanwhile, declined 26.7 percent (Schwartz, 2015). In 2001, the California Board of
Education implemented standards at each grade level for music, visual arts, theater, and
dance, but a statewide study in 2006, found that 89 percent of K-12 schools failed to offer
a standards-based course of study in all four art disciplines. In addition, sixty-one percent
of schools failed to have a full-time arts specialist (Smith, 2009).
The arts show up even further down the priority ladder, and arts educators feel
that it is their duty to fight to maintain a place in the curriculum. Every chairman of the
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National Endowment for the Arts must advocate for arts education for every public
school student in the United States. The arts need a voice in power to argue the benefits
of teaching the nation’s students about music, ballet, and sculpture. With No Child Left
Behind (NCLB) emphasizing math and reading, business and manufacturing leaders
calling for workplace readiness in our graduates, and politicians expecting extreme
international competitiveness in science and math, the Arts Endowment chairman must
utilize the bully pulpit more than ever before (Smith, 2009).
While the problem of NCLB has yet to be solved, it is still important to take into
consideration the positive outcomes of integrating art with every other subject. In The
Brain and Learning (2008), Eisner states that the arts provide children with experience,
meaning, and development of thought. In particular, they create meaningful links with
concepts being taught through active learning activities. This in turn, cultivates and
nurtures a child’s cognition, ultimately forming a well-rounded individual, with a passion
for absorbing new knowledge and extending to an untapped potential of success (Baker,
2013).
In addition, children can develop several ways of expression, which formulates a
stronger, deeper, fulfilled individual. Students who are integrated in art within their
classroom “learn ways of experiencing, developing, representing and understanding
ideas, emotions, values, and cultural beliefs. They learn to take risks, be imaginative,
explore alternative solutions, engage in art criticism, develop, practice and refine
techniques, share opinions, and challenge definitions of art” (Gibson, 2003, p. 112).
Through artistic expression and integration, children also learn to develop critical
thinking skills, solve problems, gain confidence, empathy, perseverance, motivation, self-
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esteem, cross-cultural communication, and ultimately form an identity (Horowitz, 2005).
These characteristics show the importance of art for children to help them grow as
individuals, gaining the attributes and qualities, which allows them to prosper and
flourish in life’s opportunities and adversity.
Students involved with arts integration programs also developed improved
cognitive skills (Duma, 2014). Educators stated that integrative efforts encouraged
students to give more thought-provoking responses to questions rather than quick
answers; assisted students in developing their critical thinking and problem solving skills;
and helped students to better articulate and justify their opinions. Teachers also indicated
that the impact of arts interaction instruction was beneficial and positive in the
development of social skills, including the ability to cooperate, as well cultivating a sense
of as self-concept as learners, which was perceived through the appreciation for their
classmates (2014). The results from each of these studies reveal that including the arts in
classroom instruction contributes to both a positive cognitive and social development.
This individual growth is created due to a learning environment, where a joy of discovery
is cultivated, enabling further exploration, investigation, and inquiry (Brown, 2007).
In addition to a positive correlation of cognitive and social development, arts
integration increases student engagement, motivation, and persistence among youth from
both low and high socioeconomic backgrounds (Synder et al., 2004). After arts
integration was established within schools, educators repeatedly connected the high level
of students engagement as a barometer of the success of their arts integration efforts.
Amy Duma noted that teachers described their students as being more engaged socially
and academically and viewed such engagement as a powerful factor in motivating student
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involvement with learning experiences (2014). Many teachers reported that arts
integration had encouraged engagement (especially their unfocused and frustrated
learners), and increased every student’s level of attention so that 100% of the students in
the class were eager, enthusiastic, and excited to participate and learn in a new and
creative way (Baker, 2013). This passion and enthusiasm for learning, impacted students
retention of information as their curiosity exploded for new knowledge. Increased student
engagement accounts to the opportunity and choice for students to make and express
personal connections with the curriculum and to become invested in projects with reallife connections, as well as being supported to be successful in all that they put their mind
to, by finding their voices and gaining a feeling of ownership of what they are learning
(Gibson, 2003).
The arts are not only proven to be effective in positively correlating with
engagement, but also cognition. Overall, students who take more art classes or have been
involved with an arts integration program within their school, perform proficient or
advanced on math verbal, and composite SAT and standardized test scores than students
who are not given collaborative, collective inclusion programs involving multiple core
subjects and creative, expressive art (Duma, 2014).
Arts-integrated programs are associated with academic gains across the
curriculum as reflected in standardized test scores, and they appear to have more
powerful effects on the achievement of struggling students than more conventional art or
traditional core subject instruction programs do (Rabkin & Redmond, 2006). A five-year
arts integration study at the Oklahoma A+ School revealed that students’ performance on
standardized tests met or significantly exceeded state and district averages (Duma, 2014).
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Over a six-year period, students in the arts integration programs directed by Chicago Arts
Partnership in Education (CAPE) performed superior in reading and mathematics than
students from non-arts integrated schools (Ruppert, 2008). Since the Systematic Arts
Integration for Learning and Student Success (SAILSS) was first implemented at Bates
Middle School in Annapolis, Maryland, the percentage of students reaching or exceeding
standards for reading has grown from 73% in 2009 to 81% in 2012, and from 62% to
77% for math during the same period, while disciplinary problems decreased 23% from
2009 to 2011. The percentage of students proficient or advanced at Bates has grown
nearly 12 times faster than the state in reading, and four times faster in math (Synder et
al., 2004).
With a supportive, understanding school community behind a passionate,
motivated educator, arts integration has the potential to not only instigate many, if not all
of these benefits within the school structure, but also make the atmosphere more positive
and cohesive, creating a child-centered environment that respects all backgrounds and
levels of learning (Burnaford et al., 2001). One example of this collaborative school
community dynamic, which benefited both students and teachers, was at Bates Middle
School. From the years 2009 to 2013, Bates Middle School saw an increase in student
achievement and in the overall school climate. In addition to establishing Bates Middle
School as a friendly and innovative place to work and learn, student suspensions
decreased by 28%, and more teachers consider Bates students to be respectful, friendly,
and cooperative than in 2009 (Synder et al., 2014). In Dallas, a coalition of arts
advocates, philanthropists, and educators, have worked in collaboration for years to get
the arts into all schools. For the first time in thirty years, every elementary student in the
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Dallas Independent School District receives forty-five minute a week of art and music
instruction (Smith, 2009). Minneapolis and Chicago communities are also joining the art
bandwagon, forging partnerships with their vibrant arts and cultural resources to infuse
the schools with rich comprehensive, sustainable programs that are permanently
integrated within the curricula (Duma, 2014). Arizona’s state superintendent of public
instruction, Tom Horne, has made it his goal to provide high quality, comprehensive arts
education to all K-12 students. Horne, a classically trained pianist and founder of the
Phoenix Baroque Ensemble, hasn’t yet achieved his goal, but he has made progress. He
has pressed for higher standards in arts education, appointed an arts specialist in the state
Department of Education, and steered $4 million in federal funds under NCLB to support
arts integration in schools across the state. Some have restored art and music after a
decade without them (Smith, 2009). “When you think about the purposes of education,
there are three,” Horne says. “We're preparing kids for jobs. We're preparing them to be
citizens. And we're teaching them to be human beings who can enjoy the deeper forms of
beauty. The third is as important as the other two” (Smith, 2009).
The arts taken as a whole have the potential to transform parts of each student’s
worldview and outlook on the surrounding atmosphere. “Music not only connects
students with their past and present condition, but it can change their emotional moods.
Drama brings new insights to students’ regarding their lives and allows them to feel the
joy and pain of others. Literature and paintings connect them with worlds they may never
have known existed” (Peterson, R. 2005, p. 24). The exceedingly rich array of
experiences within the arts has the potential to transform students’ sense of themselves
within the larger context of humanity. Arts integration and the power to transform a child
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can only occur through the guidance and support of a passionate, dedicated educator.
Through such rigorous instruction and thoughtful integrated lessons, students will make
deep structural connections throughout the curriculum, which enables critical thinking
and expression of knowledge.
Much of a teacher’s understanding of arts integration is formed through formal
and informal education and familiarities (Rabkin & Redmond, 2004). Because each
teacher’s schooling and life experiences are different, understandings of arts integration
widely differ. Arts integration can be an unusually hard model for teachers to buy into if
they don’t feel like they themselves are competent artists. “Art scares people who are not
in the arts,” said Nancy Hoberman, an arts major graduate and current arts integration
online blogger. “If you don’t have a lot of experience or don’t feel like you are good with
the arts, it becomes a personal insecurity issue” (personal interview, March 7, 2015).
An issue commonly brought up is that “not all teachers are artists,” meaning that
there aren’t enough teachers capable of doing art to teach in every classroom. However,
this is not the case, as any teacher can become knowledgeable about the arts. While art is,
to its core, incredibly subjective, there is a basis for every practice. The goal is not to
create master artists, but rather teach basic arts skills, processes, and aesthetic quality,
and encourage creative teaching techniques (Smith, 2009). There are experts willing to
share their knowledge online, not to mention collaborations with local and state arts
organizations to support this kind of work (Schwartz, 2015). Once an arts-integrated
environment is established, techniques, examples, and information can be shared amongst
colleagues, and teachers around the world. Through communication and linking, teacher
can discuss findings and share what worked and which aspects failed within the
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classroom. Teachers don’t have to be experts to open up the door for students. Arts

integration is about the tools that we use to provide the opportunities for teachers and
students to create their own meaning, which in turn will support a child’s needs and
encourage expression, engagement, and cognition.
While math and language arts continue to maintain the focus in school
curriculums, it is the job of educators to think outside the box and gain support from
other teachers and outside experts to link arts to core subjects within their classrooms.
Arts integration is a complex, intricate battle that does not have to be fought alone. Using
tools and sharing feedback, teachers can address the problem of lack of art in the
classroom and begin to offer creativity and inspiration to all students.

Community Partner

When faced with the decision to choose a community partner in which to
collaborate and gain knowledge on my capstone, I was mentally bombarded with a
variety of experts that would all positively contribute to my topic. After researching and
emailing many different potential mentors, I finally chose Dan Galfano.
Dan Galfano, a local web and graphic designer, and owner of Galfano Design of
Monterey, California not only encompasses the aspiration and motivation to help my
dream transform into a reality, but his graphic background and intellectual knowledge
will help to create a professional, yet seemingly easy to use website for all teachers, no
matter their geographical location or technological understanding. Some of Galfano’s
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website creations include Monterey Pet Care, RentalCo, G5 Math Tutoring, Saint Agnes
School, Onesky Engineering, Optimal Massage, and many more. With this experience
and vast varieties in creations, Galfano’s keen sense and eye has been able to easily form
a website to appease the needs of the audience in which it will attend.
Together, we will be forming integrateandcreate.com, which will become the
future main hub for elementary teachers wishing to implement arts integration within
their individual curriculums and yearly schedules. In our collaborative efforts of my
passion and research for arts integration and Dan Galfano’s technicality talents and
expertise, we will create a website that will allow teachers across the world to easily gain
knowledge on arts integration and access a multitude of lesson plans with just a click of a
button.
Through this professional partnership, not only will I be addressing the need for
everyday arts integration within the classroom and the problems that arise due to teacher
time and accessibility, but Dan Galfano will further his portfolio of works and projects,
which will in turn allow for his talents to be recognized, offering more opportunities for
Galfano in the future.

Project Plan

After researching and addressing the problem within the topic of arts integration, I
concluded that the best possible way to produce the most amount of awareness and easily
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generate free materials for teachers is to create a public website available for anyone
across the globe.
As many arts integration websites exist on the web currently, I aimed to generate
a teacher resource hub or demi website in which I will interlace and link all current
websites to the main hub, integrateandcreate.com. Teachers or anyone interested in
implementing arts integrated lessons within their curriculum can type
integrateandcreate.com into their browser and be immediately transported to an array of
free materials, lesson plans, and links with just a click of a button.
When arrived at the homepage of integrateandcreate.com, an artistic, colorful, and
creative picture of kindergarten portraits will captivate the user to dive deeper within the
website. When at Home, a user will learn how the website works and how teachers can
use the site for their individual classrooms. On the top, an individual can browse through
a series of links such as Home, What is Arts Integration, Why Integrate Art, Resources,
and Contact.
Within the What is Arts Integration link, users can learn how arts integration
operates within the classroom and how current standards and core subjects can easily be
interlaced with arts such as drama, dance, music, and visual arts. This link provides a
brief overview, allowing for no confusion to persist when diving deeper within the topic
of arts integration.
The next link is Why Integrate Art. This page presents statistics and testimonials
of how arts integration has benefited student’s growth, development, and learning. This
section is purely academic and solely focuses on how arts integration has been proven to
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be valuable for students. Current research, studies, and education explorations were used
to make this section valid and reliable for any user.
The Resources link is the majority of my action and the major focus and
centralized location for integrateandcreate.com. When an individual clicks on this link,
they will see a series of websites, with the website logo above. In the description, a user
will learn what the positive and negative aspects of the certain website are. For example,
“This website is best used to integrate music into a lesson.” There are various columns of
grade band, art subject, core subject, available resources, and extra features. The features
that the website encompasses will be check marked to ensure that users understand what
the particular website offers and if it will indeed be a suitable fit for their own personal
classroom. In addition, the website name is hyperlink for easy access if the website is
appealing to the individual. With the easy accessibility and main hub for all centralized
core arts integration lesson plan websites, a teacher can move fluidly through a series of
sites to find an array of lessons that fulfill the needs of both teachers and students.
The last link that is available for users is labeled Contact. When the link is
clicked, a user can leave their name and email and type any concerns, questions, or
comments in which they have. These questions and comments are directly forwarded to
my email, where I respond as soon as possible.
Once integrateandcreate.com was made public online, with the assistance and
collaboration of Dan Galfano, I then used word of mouth to advertise for my website. By
using Instagram, Facebook, posting the link on the Marysville Joint Unified School
district teacher union webpage, and contacting the principal of Abraham Lincoln
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Alternative School in Marysville, California, I was able to quickly introduce
intregrateandcreate.com to a multitude of users and teachers.

Deliverables
The deliverables that will be included within my Capstone Project Notebook
include:
•

Page screenshots of each link (Home, What is Arts Integration, Why Integrate Art,
Resources, Contact) encompassed within integrateandcreate.com

•

Graphs that represent the amount of clicks integrateandcreate.com received

	
  
Timeline
March 11

Preliminary meeting with Dan Galfano.

March 16

Find and contact community expert to interview.

March 20

Research for arts integration websites that will benefit
teachers in the process of combining arts into other core
subjects within the classroom.

March 22

Interview community expert.- Nancy Hoberman

March 23

Meeting with Dan Galfano.
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March 24

Fold community expert interview into Literature Review
section within Capstone Project Notebook.

March 28

Write descriptions for links and websites that will be
included in the created website integrateandcreate.com
Within the descriptions, strengths and weaknesses will be
acknowledged in order to give the most useful information
to users.

April 8

Meeting with Dan Galfano/ Begin process for creating the
website integrateandcreate.com.

April 15

Meeting with Dan Galfano.

April 20

Complete website.

April 21

Create Google Analytics account to track amount of clicks
on integrateandcreate.com.

April 22

Advertise integrateandcreate.com through Instagram and
Facebook.
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April 23

Call principal of Abraham Lincoln School and post on
teacher union site for the Mayville Joint Unified School
District.

April 28

Edit and refine Capstone Project Notebook

May 4

Practice Capstone presentation

May 8

Completely finish Capstone Project Notebook

May 13

Submit Capstone Project Notebook to Dr. Waltz

May 13

Archive Capstone Project Notebook

May 14

Present at Capstone Festival

May 16

GRADUATION!! J

Results

With my capstone project completed, I can ultimately reflect and evaluate on the
effectiveness and overall accessibility of Integrate and Create, One Stop Spot for all
things Arts Integration. The first individual I gained feedback from was Dan Galfano.
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Dan stated that he believed my content was in an easy to read layout and the photos and
colors captivated the audience to be drawn further into the website, thus learning more
useful information that will better an educator’s teaching and ultimately the future
learning of their students.
The next mode of feedback I turned to was written, as in the form of comments.
These comments are inserted in the Contact page on integrateandcreate.com and
immediately directed to my email so I can respond quickly in a professional manner. As
to date, I currently have received two comments. In both circumstances, I gained
feedback on how user friendly and helpful the site was. In addition, one individual stated
that they would be sharing this resource tool to their staff, meaning that not only will
IntegrateandCreate be reaching a wider scope of educators, but more classrooms will be
introduced to the notion of arts integration, which will in turn create more opportunities
for children.
Other feedback was gathered from word of mouth. After advertising
integrateandcreate.com for a matter of weeks, I had many individuals call me or
personally state that the website was concise, easy to navigate, accessible, and the content
was formatted in a way that benefited the user. Many teachers informed me that they had
implemented a few lesson plans and the outcome was stupendous. The children were
mentally and emotionally involved in the lesson and were interested in the overall topic at
hand. This in turn increases engagement and learning, ultimately creating well-rounded
individuals.
All in all, I believe that my aim was sought, meaning that IntegrateandCreate
allowed teachers access to a free resource. This resource not only presented already
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created lesson plans that would save teachers time, but in addition, by connecting with
other educators and lesson plans, teachers would gain more knowledge on the subject of
arts integration and be more confident with presenting the information to students.
Throughout this experience, an outcome that I realized was the fact that web
design is much more technical, meticulous, and scrupulous than I had previously
expected. Even using Wordpress, I was overwhelmed with all of the aspects that were
involved with designing a webpage. I assumed that I could just copy and paste my text
and it would easily transition into a webpage. Instead, I was introduced to coding,
specific webpage layouts, and even the fact that certain fonts would not transfer to the
webpage-processing center. After spending nearly an entire semester creating
IntegrateandCreate, I am more knowledgeable on not only arts integration and the
influence within the classroom, but how complex web design is and the knowledge and
understanding in which I attained will help me if I ever wish to create a website again.
In the future, I wish to pass the word of mouth outlet and begin to contact districts
in order to present this site to more teachers worldwide. In addition, I would like to attend
and present at a teacher convention, voicing how IntegrateandCreate will help educators,
as well as how arts integration is beneficial for learning. I will then proceed to send
questionnaires and surveys to teachers who both accessed and viewed the website.
Questions in the survey may include but are not limited to:
- How did IntegrateandCreate help to integrate the arts into your curriculum?
- How easy was it to browse IntegrateandCreate?
- Was the material listed, easy and clear to understand?
- Would you recommend this site to other teachers?
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- How can IntegrateandCreate be improved?
Once teacher responses are received, I will assess how IntegrateandCreate best
served teachers and helped address the problem of lack of art integrated lessons within
the classroom. Through responses, I can assess and evaluate how IntegrateandCreate not
only helped teachers, but also what can be improved to ensure the site is user friendly and
encompasses the correct material teachers are in desperate need for. I wish to keep this
site updated and artistically fresh so teachers all over the globe can be given a resource in
which they can readily rely on.
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Appendix A
Interview with Arts Integration Expert, Nancy Hoberman:
1.

How do you define/ understand arts integration? In other words, what is arts
integration to you?
Arts integration to me is using the arts to enhance other subject areas. The arts can
be used to, I don’t know this is really personal to me, but the arts were always
used to make the “scary academic” subjects you know a little more friendly, a
little easier because there is no wrong answer in art. I feel like it gave me more
confidence to explore my other strengths in my academic life.

2.

What are some obstacle/challenges that make it difficult for teachers to offer more
art within the curriculum?
I would say time and lack of training are the two main obstacles because um
the focus on standardized testing takes the spotlight away from art, causing
teachers to teach to the test. And this heavy pressure constantly forces
teachers to eliminate art completely from their curriculum.

3.

When art is not readily available for children, what potential problems could
arise in a child’s development and learning?
They will be cut off from exploring themselves. Students who lean more on
the creativity side of the spectrum will feel run down if they will have to
constantly learn from the test and core subjects. They wont have the um
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freedom to explore what they truly enjoy. I think this will cause a lot of
children to begin to resent the school system and the learning, which takes place
in the class. This resentment will lead to a lack of motivation and dreams for the
uh, for the um future.

4.

Have you seen an instance when art has benefited a child? If so, please
elaborate and state why you believe art was the means behind the advantage.
I definitely have! I have two kids, one 2-year-old daughter and one 7-year-old
son. Last year, he was in 1st grade and his teacher was really really great. She
focused on always integrating art, no matter the lesson. For my son, it really
helped him. He loves art activities because it allows him to be creative and
imaginative. When connected to a core subject, he seemed to grasp the
material much easier and was much more eager to learn.

5.

What are ways in which would help a teacher easily transition from a non-art
integration classroom to a classroom that focuses on both core subjects and
the mixture of creativity and inspiration?
Art scares people who are not in the arts. A lot of teachers don’t have a lot of
experience or don’t feel like they are good with the arts, so it becomes a
personal insecurity issue. To address this, I think that teachers should look at it as
a journey and they can learn along with their students. They don’t need to go in
the classroom thinking they need to know everything about art to teach a
successful art integrated lesson.
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What resources are available to teachers to learn about or improve the arts
integration program?
There are not many well-known resources. Um there are some available online if
you are willing to search for it, but its not um run by any organization, its just a
teacher database where educators can share their own personal lesson plans with
other teachers around the world.

7.

How do you feel about art being integrated not only just in the classroom, but
also within the curriculum?
That makes me feel good. I think that its good that art um won’t just be a time slot
but it will be integrated into the curriculum. So it won’t be a teacher-by-teacher
basis but it will be hopefully nationwide. I think integration will make it easier for
students to grasp subjects and will foster their own development.

8.

How do you rate the importance of the arts in relation to other core academic
subjects?
I think they are equally as important. Students need exposure to all subjects
including the arts and music to become well-rounded individuals.

9.

How can art be more implemented into the classroom to better a student’s own
individual learning?
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Integration is not easy; it takes patience, perseverance, and dedication. If teachers
are not confident with integration, they can look at what is available, like you
know other teacher lesson plans. But I also think that teachers must personalize
the lesson plans to their own students and own individual classrooms because the
students will benefit more causing them to advance in their learning.

10.

Is there anything else you would like to say about art integration in the classroom?
Um like I said before, there is no right or wrong answer in art and you know
whatever way you can integrate art, is helpful. Teachers don’t need to feel like
they are perfect, but they should maintain a positive attitude to ensure that
students are gaining the most knowledge and creativity to positively effect their
development.
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Appendix B

Screenshots of IntegrateandCreate Web Pages:

Home
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What is Arts Integration?

Why Integrate Art?
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Appendix C
Graphs of Accumulated Clicks on IntegrateandCreate:
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Appendix D
Miniature Version of Capstone Festival Poster:

